May 2019 Monthly Report
This Months report makes for a longer than usual report, being action packed. The report provides the
usual monthly compliance statistics and then provides some feedback on various maintenance
activities, a fire readiness day, a written piece on the ethics and conservation issues surrounding large
shark fishing, which is then followed by an easier to digest photo highlights of fauna and flora the
Rangers have encountered. The report then details some invasive alien plant management activities,
the annual fixed-point photography monitoring and a multitude of meetings and seminars attended.
The report is then concluded with the Bronze Whaler shark which features as this month’s monthly
species profile.

Massonia pustulata, the Krimpvarkie bulb in its May bloom.

‘’I don’t want to protect the environment. I want to create a world where the environment doesn’t need
protection.’’ – Bahar Dutt
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Compliance Management
Marine Living Resources Act
During May, a total of 31 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked
by Taylor, Kei and Daniel. Of the 26 permits checked, 4 people (13%) failed to produce a valid permit
and were issued a verbal warning.

Maintenance
The Rangers had another busy month of maintenance that usually sits on their routine. The
Conservancy saw a multitude of maintenance projects included signage, buildings, nursery and
grounds.

Signage
On the 2nd, Kei and apogee headed down to Fransmanshoek point to reinstall an interpretive sign at
the labyrinth that was vandalised and stolen during the summer holidays. The two first mounted the
sign on a wooden backing and then onto a pole which they dug into the ground near the entrance to
the labyrinth. They then used a koevoet to compress the hole and secure the pole so it wouldn’t
budge.

Kei, koevoet and spade in hand, after installing the new signpost and sign.

Nursery Maintenance
During May, the Rangers worked on a few existing, yet exciting nursery projects. One early morning in
May the Rangers got to work in the Conservancy nursery to get it back up to scratch, pulling out
weeds, tidying up and preparing new beds. The nursery has come through leaps and bounds, starting
from a small succulent garden back int the days when the Rangers lived in and operated out of
caravans, to a vegetable and herb garden with a complimenting worm farm that supplied the worm
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castings for rich soil, and eventually to a fully bird proofed area with water tanks and irrigation kindly
sponsored by the Garden Route Community Trust.
The Rangers were very excited to get their hands dirty by working in the nursery and possibly improve
on the it too. They started by clearing the weeds and grasses that were in the plant beds and did so by
loosening they soil and pulling the weeds out root and all. Once all the weeds and grasses were
removed, they fixed the plant beds that were dilapidated. After the beds were restored, they laid down
a tile path and set up the irrigation system as to not waste any precious water. Now that the structure
and layout of the nursery were improved the Rangers could start propagating seeds. The main
purpose of the nursery is to provide seedlings of the indigenous plants found in the Fransmanshoek
area, which can then be planted back in the veld.

The new beds ready for the winter crop

Office and Ranger Accommodation improvements
In the beginning of the year the Rangers started renovating the Ranger accommodation behind the
office. They started the year by painting the exterior walls of the wooden cabin, and recently, they
started renovating the interior walls and ceiling of the cabin. Kei and Apogee started by cutting and
then nailing the quarter-rounds between the ceiling and walls to give the interior a more
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“professional” look. After the quarter-rounds were nailed in place, all the gaps were filled with
painters’ mate to close the gaps, neaten up the job prevent dust from entering through. The ceiling
was then painted with a coat of binding agent which would aid in the painting process, increasing the
probability of the paint to last for many years. Finally, the ceiling was painted two coats PVA white
paint for finishing touches.

Apogee fixing the quarter rounds to the ceiling just before giving it all a coat of paint.

The surrounding office area also got a sprucing up. Following two trips past Albertinia, the Rangers
loaded two bakkie loads of wood chips from the sawmill and spread the chips over the areas around
the buildings to make it look a little neater and keep dust down. The space is used mostly for vehicles
and technical work, so ground cover is sparse and wood chips help keep it tidy. Kei, Taylor, Apogee
and Daniel made short work of spreading the wood chips. The four Rangers are pretty chuffed with
their handy work and new and improved working and living spaces.
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The office and accommodation outside areas getting a fresh layer of wood chips.

Fire Readiness Day
The month of May provided for a successful Fire Readiness day, which was held on the 23rd May. It is
important as a community to take part in these fire readiness days. As with previous years; Kei
arranged for the Mossel Bay Fire Department and the Southern Cape Fire Protection Association
(SCFPA) to send a representative each, that along with the Conservancy Rangers, formed the core
group that moved from estate to estate within the Fire Management Unit (FMU).
This group then takes inventory of and inspect the firefighting resources available to each estate
whilst offering professional advice to improve each estate’s arsenal and firefighting capacity. The
group began on the morning of the 23th, meeting up at Nautilus Bay and moving onto Springerbaai,
Boggomsbaai, Kleinbos, Vleesbaai, and finally, Kanon. After consecutive years of running this initiative,
the exercise really has started to show good results for those who participate, as the group noted that
much of the equipment inspected last year had been maintained and/or upgraded based on
recommendations made in the previous years.
The Rangers had an exciting learning experience about fire safety and equipment maintenance and
would like to thank Marius and Philip, the representatives of the Mosselbay Fire Department and the
Fire Protection Association respectively for their assistance in the fire readiness day.
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A collage of the days proceedings from top left to bottom right; Springerbaai, Boggomsbaai, Kleinbos, Vleesbaai and
Kanon. (Nautilus not pictured here)
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Ethical questions and Conservation concerns over commercial and
recreational shark fisheries
Fishing for sharks is not a modern trend in fact it has been practiced for centuries. Shark fishing was
first documented in China during the Song dynasty (960-1279) where shark fin soup was a banquet
staple. Formal commercial shark fishing was first established in the United States during the 1930’s
when the industry was fuelled by a demand for vitamin A which was added as a supplement to poultry
feed. Recreational shark fishing is however a modern phenomenon. Sharks had previously been seen
as a nuisance to most recreational fisherman. Targeting large sharks is classified as “Game fishing”.
Fishing for trophy sharks became popular during the 1950’s in Australia from where the trend spread
around the world. In South Africa the Bowman trophy was awarded every year to the angler who
landed the largest shark, and this annual competition ran for over 20 years and ended in the late
1970s. Recreational shark fishing has grown drastically since then, the practice of targeting large
sharks is now cosmopolitan. A few regions are considered leaders in the industry and they include
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Canada the United states and several countries in the
Mediterranean.
Why sharks should not be taken for granted. Sharks are considered in most marine ecosystems as
the top or near the top of the food chain. Removing a key stone animal at the top of the food chain
has many direct and indirect consequences, many of which impact humans. Removal of top trophic
predators can very easily lead to trophic cascades. A great example of this is the collapse of the
scallop industry on the USA’s east coast. Trophy shark fishing became very popular in America during
the 1980’s and 1990’s where, on the east coast, sharks were being caught and killed at a radical rate
due to overfishing. The Cownose ray, Rhinoptera bonasus, population, which is prey to most large
shark species (specifically the most targeted angling trophic shark species), exploded. A favourite prey
of the Cownose is the east coast scallop, Placopecten magellanicus, and the uncontrolled growth in
rays led to the depletion of the scallop population. This resulted in the collapse of the large scallop
harvesting industry. 1000’s of people lost their jobs as the once very productive industry grinded to
halt. This was all due to catch and kill shark competitions, and in more recent times conservation
efforts have had a positive impact with far fewer catch and kill contests still in operation and stricter
regulations on recreational and commercial shark harvesting.
Sharks and other cartilaginous fish are more sensitive to overfishing than other bony fish. This is
because most shark species are very slow growing. They reach sexual maturity late in their lifetime and
reproduce at a slow rate, normally giving birth to a few pups or eggs. The number one threat to sharks
globally is fishing. Sharks are normally caught by commercial shark longlines, recreational shark
fisherman or as by catch on deep sea trawlers and half the sharks that are caught globally each year
are bycatch. Since the 1980’s there has been a dramatic decrease in the traditional fish species
harvested for food with a large increase in human population, and this forced fisheries around the
world to look for alternatives. Sharks have become the replacement.
Another large threat to shark populations is the “finning” industry. Shark fins are eaten as a delicacy in
many eastern countries, and the high demand for shark fins from these regions has resulted in shark
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fins becoming more valuable than the shark meat itself. Most fisheries targeting sharks for their fins,
catch sharks and whist they are still alive remove their fins and throw them overboard. This practice is
considered unethical and inhuman and has been banned in several countries including South Africa.
It is a well-known that shark populations are negatively impacted due to being caught as by catch and
targeted by commercial fishing vessels, however there are various impacts on shark populations due
to recreational trophy shark fishing. In South Africa, several species of shark are protected, and some
are more protected than others. The Great white shark, Carcharodon carcharias, became fully
protected in South African waters in 1991, the first country to do so. This means that a great white
shark is prohibited from being caught, landed or any body part being sold. Several other sharks are
protected from commercial fishing, such as Ragged tooth shark, Carcharias Taurus, and Bull Shark,
Carcharhinus leucas, as well as all species of hammer head (Sphyrnidae). The Mako, Isurus oxyrinchus,
shark and thresher shark, Alopias pelagicus, are in the process of becoming fully protected.
Recreational anglers may catch almost all shark species; however, they are restricted to bag limits per
day. However recent research has shown that targeting large sharks using a rod and reel from shore
can have severe and even fatal impacts on the individual. Sharks are incredibly powerful fish and are
sometimes targeted with equipment that is not designed to land such large animals. This results in an
increase in fight time from hooking to landing. Studies have shown that the longer the fight time of
any shark species the higher the chance of a fatality. Sharks often go under physical damage due to
hooking in the mouth and then landing sometimes over rocky shores. They go under physiological
damage from being removed from the water and being exposed to fresh air for long periods of time.
Another threat to sharks from recreational anglers, is that sharks often break the fishing line, and this
can result in the hook staying in the shark’s mouth which can affect the sharks feeding and
furthermore the chance of a large amount of fishing line still attached to the hook. Sharks are often
found dead on the shore and in the shallows, tangled in fishing line. This leads to the question; that
although it is legal to catch certain shark species, is it ethical? Shark species such as the Bronze
Whaler come close to the shore to give birth, and large female Bronze whalers are targeted in South
Africa by anglers during the wintertime. Long fight times and increased stress can sometimes lead to
the large females aborting their pups and sometimes even dying themselves.
This being said, recreational shark fishing has also provided scientists with very valuable information
due to the change of fishing methods from consumptive shark angling to tagging and releasing
where a shark is caught and tagged, and if it is caught again scientist can measure how fast they grow
and how far they travel. Another Issue that surrounds the growing Industry of recreational shark
fishing is the manner at which fisherman go about it. Fisherman that are aiming to catch sharks for
conservation purposes will fish with heavy duty tackle and do their best to minimise fight time and
quickly and safely tag and released the individual, often without removing it from the water at all.
On the other hand, there is a recent growing trend amongst shark anglers to push for lighter tackle as
it is more challenging and thus more “thrilling” and this results in far longer fight times. Then once
landed, sharks are often brought up on the sand or rocks and posed for photographs for bragging
rights. The full effects of recreational trophy shark fishing are relatively understudied. More research
needs to be done on the effects on individual species as well as the indirect effects. The growing trend
has caught the eye of conservation organisations around the world and there is a push for more shark
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species to become further protected and stricter regulations around individual species to be put in
place.
To aid those who are new to the sport or wish to aid conservation efforts, we have provided a Best
Practices guide below that works on a precautionary principle when handling catch and release sharks
and is based on peer reviewed literature, practical advice and governmental recommendations.

Precautionary Best Practices for catching and releasing sharks in recreational
fishing activities. Adapted from peer-reviewed literature (Gallagher et al
2017)
•

•

•

•

•

Be prepared
o Have appropriate release gear before fishing
o Make sure members of fishing team understand their roles in release
Gear
o Use circle hooks to reduce deep hooking
o Use corrodible non-stainless hooks
o Use barbless hooks for faster removal
o Use heavy tackle and fight harness to minimize fight time
Handling
o Minimise fight time to reduce exhaustion and stress
o Avoid foul-hooking sharks
o Follow hooked sharks to gain line and reduce fight duration
o Do not gaff sharks
o Do not remove sharks from water
Release
o Resuscitate exhausted shark prior to release by keeping water flowing
through mouth and over gills
o Maintain mouth against current direction or keep shark in forward
direction at all times (do not motion both forward and backward like
teleosts)
o Remove hook/line by (1) cutting hook with bolt cutters/de-hooker; (2)
cutting line as close to hook as safely possible
General
o Avoid fishing in warmer waters that tend to have lower dissolved oxygen
and make recovery more difficult
o Avoid fishing in silty water that can clog shark gills
o If species captured is known to be sensitive to capture stress (e.g.,
hammerheads, threshers), then cut line immediately after trying to gain as
much line as possible back in a short time

Fauna & Flora
In this section we make for some easy reading, as we provide some picture highlights of plants and
animals seen in the Conservancy this month with some short interesting facts.
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The Poison-bulb or boesmangif, Boophone disticha, found in the Vleesbaai surrounds. The bulb of which is very
poisonous, yet a very rewarding garden ornamental plant to have as they reward onlookers with beautiful floral and
leaf structure displays. Listed as least concern by the IUCN but considered declining in status in South Africa due to
habitat loss and unsustainable harvesting for trade and medicines. The Bushman were known to use the bulb to poison
their arrows used in hunting larger game.

A washed-out dead Leatherback, Dermochelys coriacea, sea turtle hatchling that came ashore after strong onshore
winds. This species is listed as Vulnerable by the IUCN. The turtle species are the largest living reptiles and largest sea
turtle, growing over 6 feet in length and weighing over 900 kg. Leatherbacks are unique amongst other sea turtles as
their shell bones are covered by a leather-like oily skin instead of a hard carapace as in other species.
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A deceased Subantarctic fur seal, Arctocephalus tropicalis, found on the beach on one of the Rangers patrols. Listed as
least concern on the IUCN as there are around 30 000 individuals in the Subantarctic region. They were almost hunted
to extinction in the 19th century for their fur coats. These seals hunt in shallow water at night for squid and fish whilst
avoiding being eaten by their own main predators, sharks and Orcas.

Invasive Alien Plant Management
This month the Rangers continued their efforts to combat the invasion of Lantana, Lantana camara, in
and around Vleesbaai. The Conservancy treats the problem plant with an herbicide foliar spray, which
is sprayed over the plants leafy cover with a knapsack sprayer and a good aim. Over the years the
Lantana spread quite substantially and can be seen on many farm fields’ hedgerows from where it
keeps providing a source of the spread. This month a few massive patches found on surrounding
farms where treated. The Rangers have really tried to get to each plant they come across, so please
remember to report any untreated plants to the Conservancy and the Rangers will gladly come out to
give it a dose.

Kei giving a sizable Lantana bush a foliar herbicide treatment.
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Rooikrans, Acacia cyclops, management challenges are a whole separate issue with large stands that
continually dominate most areas throughout the Conservancy. The Conservancy nearly always has a
team of woodcutters who harvest the Rooikrans for its prized braai wood. The Rangers usually oversee
these clearing operations, but one of the biggest management challenges are the build up of the
unwanted waste branches left behind by the wood cutters. This obviously poses a massive fire risk and
impenetrable barrier. To aid in this challenge, the Conservancy attempts to chip as many of these
freshly cut waste branches as possible using a small but more mobile chipper. For their part, the
woodcutters are expected to prepare the branches for the chipper and sometimes even chip the
branches themselves depending on the job.
This month, the Rangers got acquainted with a new woodcutting team. Leon and his team are young
locals from the area with a lot of enthusiasm and good spirit. Kei got Leon’s team up to speed with
the usual expectations and requirements and then did a morning’s chipping exercise along with Taylor
and the woodcutters to get them familiar with the Conservancy chipper and how best to prepare the
branches for the machine, based on them working with the chipper. The Rangers will help guide
clearing operations, and as always service the chipper and make sure landowners are informed. Thus
far, operations have run well with Leon and his team working extremely diligently and keeping on top
of the management of their waste branches.

Taylor and Leon’s team hard at work chipping the Rooikrans waste branches.

Fixed Point Photography
Every year the Rangers initiate an annual fixed-point photography monitoring program around the
Fransmanshoek Conservancy at the same sites. Fixed-point photography is a cost effective and easy to
use way of monitoring changes in the groundcover and soils of an area. It is mainly used as a
technique to monitor large scale ecological changes in protected areas. Fixed-point photography can
provide a comparable visual image of the changes in the landscape or in the vegetation that is being
monitored. Not only can it be compared through the changing season, but also annually.
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During May, Kei and Apogee headed out to two of the many sites to take photos towards the North,
East, South and West of each fixed-point site. The sites in question both sit on a formerly mobile sand
dune which have become stabilised by Rooikrans in the preceding 30 years. The sites have both seen
alien clearing operations on them in the last 10 years and the Rangers take photos annually to see
how the management units have recovered with both alien or/and indigenous vegetation. From
comparing the recent photographs taken in this activity with previous years, it is very apparent how
the Rooikrans has regenerated considerably, requiring more management intervention. Ideally, there
should be resources allocated to yearly follow-up clearing once the initial clearing has been
completed.
Another interesting observation gleaned from comparisons, is the effect of the last three years of
drought on the surrounding vegetation with many of the large Milkwoods, Sideroxylon inerme, taking
a lot of strain with a loss of leaves and a much lighter colouration due to leaf dissecation (drying out).
The veld in general seems very vulnerable at a time like this and would be more susceptible
vegetation loss following disturbance in these areas.

Apogee taking photos from one of the set fixed point photography sites.

Site 14 looking South in October 2015 (left) and May 2019 (right). Notice the vast difference in vegetation following
the recent 3year drought.
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Meetings
Fire Management Unit (FMU) meeting: 10 May
This meeting was held at Springerbaai and involved some of the surrounding members of the
Conservancy and its neighbours from within the delineated fire management unit. The topics
addressed looked at hosting a fire readiness day which took place on the 23rd of May. The information
gathered from this day allows the Conservancy and FMU members to have an up to date inventory of
surrounding firefighting equipment on call, and their distribution. The meeting also covered the
removal of fuel loads of previously cut brush and along the fire breaks. Also discussed was the various
damaged or missing FPA boards that will be fixed and the potential for adding new boards as valuable
educational material. Overall the meeting provided valuable information, such as the inventory of
firefighting equipment and their distribution within the FMU. Most importantly, the meetings help coordinate and create cooperation amongst the various estates and the stakeholders in the FMU when it
comes to preventing, preparing for and fighting fire, and the ability to act in the most efficient and
safe manner.

Gouritz Estuary Management Forum (GEMF): 17 May
Rangers Daniel, Taylor and Apogee attended the GEMF where they discussed the future of the Gouritz
river mouth and estuary, and what needed to be done to preserve the marine life. A large issue
discussed was compliance along the river itself and the Rangers expressed their thoughts and made
the meeting aware of their compliance checking activities along the Fransmanshoek coastline. They
express how this has been valuable and how, if the conservancy is able to extend to the Gouritz area,
they will be able to fill that important role.

GCBR Meeting: 22 May
The Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve meeting took place at the Skilpadgat guest farm on the 22nd
of May. It was an information-sharing get together where various speakers came to give presentations
on their various topics, such as; Introducing the Langeberg world heritage site complex- by Cape
Nature, The wiring of the Watsonia switchboard- by Dr Jan Vlok, 1947- by Sandra Falanga of CREW
Mosselbay (but this time talking about her involvement in the Casino community trust), Guardian of
Eden: volunteer or real-life hero- by Jo-Anne King of the Garden Route Botanical Society, and The
savvy of the SASSI project-what have we learnt- by Robin Adams of WWF SA. The meeting was highly
educational and informative about these current projects taking place around the Garden Route Area,
and the Presentation by Jan Vlok on his research on Watsonias was impressive and inciteful to say the
least.

Marine Stranding Response Seminar: 28 May
S.M.A.R.T Mossel Bay hosted a marine animal stranding response seminar at the Dias Museum in
Mosselbay, facilitated by Meredith Thornton, the national stranding coordinator for the South African
National Stranding Network. The seminar addressed the growing issue of strandings of marine
animals around the Garden Route coastline, such as dolphins, whales, sharks, seals and turtles and
focused on what must be done to appropriately handle these situations to make sure the animals are
safe. The meeting consisted of members of surrounding coastal conservancies, governmental
conservation bodies and research and conservation organisations, who are all dedicated to preserving
and protecting our marine wildlife that is under threat. Topics involved; The stranded animal,
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Euthanasia, roles at strandings and stranding response protocol, to mention a few. If ever you find
yourself in a situation with a stranded animal, contact your local conservancy or the S.M.A.R.T unit of
that area. Do not attempt to move the animal unless you are sure on how to handle the situation.

Dr Greg Hofmeyer talking on the various species of seals found in the southern oceans.

Monthly Species Profile
The unfortunate death of a large Bronze Whaler and its pups, after it had been caught by a fisherman
the previous day, has drawn the attention of the Conservancy to this species and its vulnerability to
being stressed by being landed. One of South Africa’s largest shark species the Bronze whaler is well
known resident to Fisherman in South Africa. The species is currently being targeted by the
commercial shark fishing industry as well as the rapidly growing and ethically questionable
recreational shark sport fishing.

Common name
Scientific name
Family

: Bronze whaler, copper shark or ‘Bronzie’
: Carcharinus brachyurus
: Carcharhiniae

Phylum

: Chordata
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Description:
The Bronze whaler, which is also commonly known as the Copper shark, is a large shark species
reaching a maximum length of 4m and weighing in at over 300 kg. The shark is recognised by its large
size, copper metal-like skin, and it has unique narrow hooked shaped upper teeth. The shark is robust
and has a torpedo like shape.
Habitat:
The Bronze whaler is a coastal pelagic and cosmopolitan species that is found across the world. It is
found on the coast of both South and North America, Africa, the Mediterranean Sea, in East Asian
seas, down to South Australia and New Zealand. The species is usually found closer to shore as
juveniles, with the rare adult occurrence inshore. Most adults are found in deeper water from the
surface down to approximately 400m. The shark has been documented to seldom swim up estuaries.
The Adult sharks are sometimes drawn closer to shore during feeding events such as the annual
sardine run on the KZN south coast where large individuals are commonly seen. The ideal conditions
for the bronze whaler are sea water that is above and around 12 degrees and over 100m deep.
Ecology:
The Shark species is a very slow growing species. Like most sharks they are viviparous, and the litters
can vary between 7-24 pups. Gestation can last up to 18 months. Sharks pups grow slowly, and they
are born at 100cm and only reach 7 ft at 19 years of age. They have an average life span of 25-30
years. Individual sharks are known to migrate up and down coast lines and have been documented
traveling over 1500km to return to the same areas they originate from. The species does not live in
isolation as adults are mostly seen occurring in small groups of three to five individuals. During large
feeding events they are known to congregate in their hundreds. The Bronze whaler mainly feeds on
cartilaginous and bony fish species.
Conservation status:
The Bronze whaler is known to have one of the lowest intrinsic rebound potentials (survivability)
amongst shark species. This is because the shark is very slow growing and slow breeding. This makes
the species sensitive to over exploitation. The shark species is targeted around the world by both
recreational sport fisherman a well as the commercial fishing industry. The shark is known to be
targeted for its meat and fins which is commonly slated and dried. The shark is currently listed by the
IUCN as a near threatened species, however this assessment was done in 2003. There is insufficient
recent data to re-categorise the conservation status. However, the trend in the number of bronze
whalers being harvested has shown exponential growth.
The shark is targeted heavily by both South East Asian companies as well as Australian fisheries. The
population of shark species in the East Asian seas has drastically decreased, as the numbers are so low
that the fishing industry no longer harvest in their own waters and large vessels are sent all over the
world to harvest sharks commercially in areas such a South Africa and Mozambique. Both commercial
and recreational shark fishing is growing in popularity and magnitude. Recreational shark fishing,
although legal in many countries including South Africa (except for certain protected shark species), is
nonetheless destructive by nature. Catch and release of shark species, although a form of eco-tourism
is still a very invasive technique which puts stress on individual shark species. The large individuals go
under a great amount of stress being caught and are known to completely exhaust themselves during
the fight. It is not uncommon that sharks die shortly after being released by recreational fishermen.
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